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About This Game
Atomic Sky this is a small arcade casual game. Unlike classic match-3 games, the action takes place in three-dimensional space.
There are 6 game modes in this game:
3x3x3, 3x6x3, 4x4x4, 5x5x5, 6x6x6 and 7x7x7
Simple modes of 3x3x3 and 3x6x3 for a short game
For advanced players - 6x6x6 and 7x7x7
The goal of the game is to score the maximum points.

Put in the rows of balls of the same color and earn more points.
The fewer balls in the game, the more points per turn.
The more balls destroyed in one turn, the more points.
If the column with the balls is empty - a new column with balls appears and plus 100 points for each new ball.
If the layer of balls is empty - a new layer of balls will appear and plus 100 points for each new ball.
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Control:

Left mouse button - select the ball.
Right mouse button, as well as the WASD, Arrow keys - the rotation around the playing space
F1 or move the cursor to "Atomic Sky" - about game.
F2 or move the mouse cursor to the timer - view the next move
F3 - Results Table
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Title: Atomic Sky
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Evgeniy Alemzhin
Publisher:
Евгений Алемжин
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017
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English
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This is a game akin to things like the impossible quiz, where it's less of a puzzle and more deciphering what the game wants you
to do. This is fine in theory, but this game also has puzzles where it just expects you to know something that most people don't,
such as binary, circuitry and music notes. Good puzzles should present you with every piece of the puzzle then let you put them
together, not rely on knowledge someone may or not have.
Now, I can't complete the game because I can't read music, and that shouldn't even be expected of me.. not bad, but not my cup
of tea.. its kinda fun but the building and research get so slow it makes it almost not worth playing unless you pay. im reviewing
this to get the pillars of community badge. 9\/10 would play again. Unique Twist On RTS Genre
I've been looking for a game that would let me sink a lot of hours into a single experience in VR since the Vive was
released. I'm early in my time with this one, but having heard of this primarily as a console game, I thought this could
have some legs. It's looking like I was right so far! The RTS system is novel, building out your "empire" like nodes or a
web. It means you have to think about your placements as there's a heirarchy to what can build what. For example,
Outposts can build armouries, but armouries can't build outposts. So think ahead and make sure you have room for
expansion!
This may seem rambly, but I wanted to get some rough thoughts up so there weren't random complaints turning people
away from a solid RTS.
If you're a traditional gamer who likes strategy, this is a solid game. But if you own VR and have waited for a game to
sink your teeth into, this seems to be it. It's not a tutorial funneling you into multiplayer no one is playing (it does have
multiplayer, but it's cross-platform so it's likely to be much more vibrant). And it's not a 2 hour "experience" that is
exhilarating for a short afternoon, but then never touched again. This is a VIDEO GAME!
If you have an HTC Vive, get Siegecraft.. Star Breaker: STAR BREAKER NGENT- *ehem* i mean she is the only
character that can only choose win norma,stay away from her
Sweet Breaker : you think she is innocent?, no she is the satan itself
buy this pack if you like battling with other players
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This game is fantastic! As I played this game, it seemed really realistic with the talking. It was also really interesting that you
could choose different paths like when you are talking with someone in the game you could disagree or agree and that could lead
on to what happens later on in the game. I personally think maker\/creator of the game made multiple story paths so this game
has meaning and liveliness. This game is also really fun even though it is kind of difficult at first, but you will get the hang of it
in about 5 minutes, and that\u2019s what makes it fun. This game is not just some mindless action, there is also a hint of logic
and thinking. I felt accomplishment because of the mixture of feelings and actions in the game. Besides, the game pictures are
well-designed and very artistic and I also liked the music. One suggestion for upgrading the game is to include some AI
elements, for example, using speech recognition to conduct speech conversation.. I've had a lot of fun with the game and have
gotten a vocabularly of several hundred words in three languages! Depending on which language you're learning and how
different it is from the languages you know, it can feel a bit overwhelming. Since you probably won't understand a word at the
beginning. But if you stick with it and really try and decipher the dialogue you'll begin to understand more and more.
Apart from talking to NPCs, you can also click on objects in the environment to learn words, giving you additional motivation
to explore all of the city.. Great game for anyone who likes building strategy games, has a lot of potential for the future,
modding etc.. This really does take me back to the game called "Jones" some time ago! Great upgrade!. It may look like just
another cutesy retro platformer designed to provide a brief dopamine hit of nostalgia, but MagiCat is surprisingly deep.
Getting the three gems on each level requires equal doses of platforming precision and strategic thought, and the latter can often
be fairly tough (moreso than I was expecting). I'm 7 hours in, only about halfway through, and the game is still humming along my initial reaction to seeing the screenshots was that this game would provide about 5 hours of entertainment max before it
either ended or became too boring to continue.
I'm often pleasantly surprised by the way MagiCat consistently introduces new mechanics and concepts, rather than drive the
existing ones into the ground. Hats off to the dev for keeping things fresh while still providing a healthy dose of familiar and
comfortable tropes from classic games like Super Mario World. Great bang for your buck here.
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